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New COVID-19 cases increasing, but still acceptable
• According to UBS, new cases are increasing, but that is explained by more mobility during the normalization process.
• CS is reducing the equity exposure (on a balanced portfolio from 50% to 45% equity), with basically the same short term view we
have, but they are still bullish long term.
• Almost everyone is tracking Google Mobility (public transport), Opentable (seated diners at restaurants), Apple Maps Mobility
(direction requests) and TSA (traveler throughput at checkpoints). The first 3 reliable indicators are showing a continued reacceleration of activities, but the last one is still at -80% from February 2020, which is also understandable, due to new COVID19
cases accelerating in LATAM and USA. Therefore people are still not flying, especially because in most countries, there are still
entry restrictions, isolation and quarantine.

Tracking mobility rebound vs. reproduction numbers (source UBS)
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US gasoline consumption and US ADP report
• We also like as economic indicators the four-week average of gasoline consumption in the US (followed by Yardeni Research).
The indicator is only 15% far away from normality. Of course more people are on the road instead of public transportation and
probably others are on holiday (which would be positive, taking into account that until a month ago nobody was thinking about
holiday!).

US Petroleum Products: Gasoline Supplied
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Joe Biden election would be negative for markets
• According to UBS and other major banks, the election of Joe Biden is not going to be positive for equity markets. We tend to
agree.
• Therefore, we see more volatility going forward. The combination of nervousness because of new COVID19 cases, US candidate
projections and Q2 results with lower volumes, in addition to having most of market participants on holiday, is going to cause
higher market volatility.

Corporate and personal taxes

Impact on markets
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Technicals: 2020 same path as 2009?
• Few technical analysts are comparing the correction of 2020 with 2009 and 1929. We think that the current situation is not
comparable with 1929, but the market dynamic could be compared with 2009. We like the comment of Mr Jurrien Timmer of
Fidelity, which thinks that the strong market breadth during the recent rebound is a set up of a new bull market, as it was in 2009.
Observing the chart, we can notice, that the markets are first going to slightly correct up to the month of August.

Market trend in 2009
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German high-flyer Wirecard turn out to be a fraud
• A proof that active managers still have a value added. KTS’ decision to avoid being invested in the company was also supported
from some of our Best in class Funds, which were even shorting the stock since 2019.
• Investors which were invested in the company experienced a total lost.
• Most of Swiss Private Banks invested massively in reverse convertibles with Wirecard as underlying. Those products were
considered conservative investments, substitute of bonds. They still have not learnt from history!

Bond price: -90%

Equity price: -90%
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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